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Milow

Concert  Pop Music
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Belgian singer-songwriter brings current album 'Nice To Meet You' (2022) to

the stage!

What began in 2007 with global hits such as "You Don't Know" or his acoustic cover
version of 50

Cents "Ayo Technology" has long since become an international success story

! Hardly anyone manages to transform highly personal themes into

universal anthems as skilfully as the Belgian singer-songwriter Milow.

As catchy and popular as his songs may be, they are never shallow. For

his seventh album "Nice To Meet You" (2022), Milow took a deep dive into himself.
The result of this introspective journey could clearly be heard in the first single
"How Love Works": "The track marks the end of an

unforgettable journey. I tried to dig deeper and make my music even more

personal. The song is my way of reimagining myself."

With his sixth LP "Lean Into Me", Milow opened another chapter in 2019,

which shows no signs of tiring. Because despite all the international

success that the likeable guitarist and singer has enjoyed with his seven

released studio albums to date, countless awards, sold-out tours and

around 200 million global streams, direct contact

with his audience was and is sacred to him - and not just on the concert stage. In
2019,
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he also enchanted the German TV audience at "Sing Meinen Song".

Get your upgrade now!

Experience Milow in an exclusive atmosphere at the Fan Zone Mainufer.

Would you like to experience the free event up close and in a special ambience?
Get your ticket for our exclusive hospitality tent! With a direct view of the Big Screen
and the Main Stage, you can enjoy the best of both worlds here.

Tickets from € 59.00

Our hospitality area offers you comfortable seating and standing room, delicious
food and refreshing drinks - all included in the ticket price. The hospitality tent
always opens at 17:00 and is waiting to provide you with unforgettable moments.

Organiser: Tourismus+Congress GmbH Frankfurt am Main

Events:
Freitag, 12.07.2024, 21:30 - 23:00 Uhr


